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Suiseki

DESIGN ANDREA STEIDL

LACIVIDINA, ITALY

The inspiration behind the Suiseki lounging collection draws heavily on nature and

geological volumes. The backrest is the star, giving the appearance of a backdrop pushing

beyond the perimeter of the armrests and extending towards the Òplatform-likeÓ seat in

a display of reversed volumes. LaCividinaÕs masterful manual workmanship ensures all

elements are covered and stitched to convey the distinctive qualities of a natural

sculpture.

Modules are available in various sizes which can be connected to create flexible, dynamic

combinations which replace classic shapes and configurations with spontaneous,

harmonious unaligned arrangements. This playful blend of offset heights, widths and

depths result in a sculptural form of unadulterated shapes that can be customised to suit

a variety of applications.

Suiseki is designed to bring out the best in a space. Its quintessential Italian quality

guarantees long-lasting performance while its modularity enables a greater scope for

furnishing a range of spaces including residential and contract environments. The Suiseki

collection is available upholstered in a singular fabric or can be freely combined with a

selection of different fabrics.

PRICING

$3995 — $27015 Trade pricing ex GST

Min = entry level, max = premium finishes

Contact us for volume pricing

LEADTIME

12–14 Weeks

WARRANTY

3 Year Structural

CERTIFICATION

ISO 9001 / UNI EN ISO 9001:2015

CATAS Member

FSC Certification

Product Stewardship Programme

https://ownworld.com.au/taxanomy_brands/lacividina/
https://ownworld.com.au/brands/lacividina
mailto:sales@ownworld.com.au?subject=Volume%20Pricing
https://ownworld.com.au
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DIMENSIONS

Click to download

MATERIALS

Structure: Seat frame constructed from solid Beech wood

Upholstery: Fire retardant polyurethane foam, fixed covers, fully upholstered in house fabric/leather or COM/COL

Feet: Constructed from Black polypropylene

COLLECTION

Suiseki

LOUNGE CHAIR

LACIVIDINA

Suiseki

MODULAR LOUNGE

LACIVIDINA

https://ownworld.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2021/11/ownworld_Suiseki_laCividina_Dimensions.pdf
https://ownworld.com.au/product/lacividina-suiseki-lounge-chair/
https://ownworld.com.au/product/lacividina-suiseki-lounge-chair/
https://ownworld.com.au/product-category/lounging/lounge-chair/
https://ownworld.com.au/taxanomy_brands/lacividina/
https://ownworld.com.au/product/lacividina-suiseki-modular-lounge/
https://ownworld.com.au/product/lacividina-suiseki-modular-lounge/
https://ownworld.com.au/product-category/lounging/modular-lounge/
https://ownworld.com.au/taxanomy_brands/lacividina/
https://ownworld.com.au

